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Abstract
Biomass material volatility generates new opportunities for port‐city relationships. Alternative energy markets require
specialized port facilities to handle new bulk commodities like biomass. Wood pellets, a type of biomass, present ware‐
housing challenges due to combustion danger. The industrial response to this risk has generated new storage forms for
port regions. The return to bulk cargo reintroduces materiality as a focus for port city research, which had generally been
regarded as a peripheral concern since the advent of the shipping container. The container had come to represent a bor‐
derless, ‘fast capitalism’ throughput model, but research on port ‘accidents’ has complicated this reductive globalization
narrative. The programmatic dynamism of wood pellet dome structures suggests new spatially‐porous possibilities for an
interstitial border space at the port‐city interface with material commonalities and hybrid potentials for resilient logistics
and civic facilities. In contrast to container cargo unitization, the dome signifies the standardization of the coastal/riparian
port environment. Dome structures can help ports plan for the complex challenges of cargomaterial behaviors and increas‐
ing extremeweather events. The article beginswithwood pelletmateriality to then explore programmatic possibilities that
industrial construction technology generates. Conceptually, this joins the proposal of port as ‘seam space’ with port‐city
resilience planning and the porosity celebrated in recent urbanism literature. Scaling up from wood pellet materiality to
an interstitial port‐city district, the article contributes to calls for increased attention to materiality as a means to envision
new urban agendas.
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1. Introduction
Wood pellets are a category of biomass, an alternative
energy that is part of a larger international strategy
for climate change mitigation through carbon reduction
(Gumundsdottir et al., 2018, p. 579; Jenkins et al., 2018;
Ramos, 2020). Alternative energymarkets require special‐
ized port facilities that can handle new bulk commodities
like biomass (Dafnomilis, Lodewijks, et al., 2018), which
balkanize shipping consolidation around container port
facilities. Wood pellet warehousing presents challenges
due to dangers of material combustion (Huang & Rein,
2016), and the industrial response to this risk introduces
new storage forms to port regions. The return to bulk
cargo raises materiality and its behavior as a focus for
port city research, which had heretofore generally been
regarded as a peripheral concern with the advent of the
shipping container (Gregson et al., 2017). Biomass mate‐
rial volatility—the very potential energy it is transported
for—presents challenges that also generate new porous
possibilities for port logistics, port‐city relationships, and
broader port geographies. The issue’s theme on port
geography and its managed borders is an opportunity to
ask how empirical, interdisciplinary study of port func‐
tionality and trade flows can informporous planning prac‐
tices celebrated in contemporary urbanism literature.
Recent port‐city research describes urbanwaterfront
environments as “hybrid (and complex) locations of
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ecological, economic, and social zones of transition and
dispersal” (Taufen & Yocom, 2021, p. 366). Geographer
Deborah Cowen (2010) proposes the concept of ports as
‘seam spaces’ to describe this hybrid condition, within
the broader logistics ‘space of action’ between produc‐
tion and consumption. Increased militarization of urban
spaces and global trade routes rely on digital surveillance
rather than physical walls for what Urbanist Stephen
Graham (2010) terms ‘ubiquitous borders’; everywhere
yet no where (Cowen, 2014; Khalili, 2020). The port is
a node within a broader metropolitan matrix, communi‐
cated through overlapping networks of electronic infor‐
mation and transportation,which becomemore determi‐
nant for issues of access and flow than traditional politi‐
cal borders (Wall, 1999, pp. 234–235). Yet in spite of lit‐
erature that underscores port‐city hybridity, transition,
and metropolitan infrastructural integration, port‐city
spatial separation continues to pose planning challenges
(Carpenter & Lozano, 2020; Hein & van de Laar, 2020; Yu
et al., 2020).
In addition to the programmatic and spatial separa‐
tion of port from city, there are also the ever‐increasing
risks of sea‐level rise and climate change that dispro‐
portionately impact port cities. There is now an exten‐
sive literature concerning the need for integral planning
and design for port and port‐city resilience in the face of
these risks (Cutter et al., 2008; Cutter et al., 2010; Meyer,
2009; Pelling & Blackburn, 2013; Ramos, 2021; Rebuild
by Design, 2021).
The risk of biomass combustion in warehousing
has generated constructed material solutions in dome‐
shaped silos designed to safely store wood pellets in
transit. The dome material is also used for shelter
spaces to protect communities during extreme weather
events. New social opportunities emerge for porous
port‐city interface when we consider that biomass stor‐
age silos can also be programmed as community shel‐
ters. An interstitial district with programmatic hybrid‐
ity could take advantage of building material resilience
for improved logistics management against freight ‘acci‐
dents’ (Gregson et al., 2017), while also mitigating the
climate risks that port cities increasingly face. Building
on materiality and continuous surface research in archi‐
tecture (Picon, 2020), and that of urban surface pro‐
gramming (Wall, 1999), the article suggests materiality
as a renewed field of port city research for logistics
and resilience.
The article begins with a selective overview of the
literature on porosity and the city, and a review of sup‐
ply chains, port technology, flows, and borders. After a
brief discussion of the port’s role in energy transporta‐
tion, the article then looks at the emergence of biomass
as an extractive alternative energy source, and the par‐
ticular material challenges it poses as it is ‘unitized
into freight’ and transported internationally (Arboleda,
2020; Gregson et al., 2017). After, the article traces
the emergence of the dome construction technology
and its resilient application in logistics and civic facili‐
ties. The article then proposes an interstitial district, fur‐
ther integrating port and city, comprised of dome struc‐
tures for resilient programmatic hybridity in the face of
increased material warehousing and extreme weather
risks. It is precisely the dome’s hermetic protection for
each structure—warehouse, school, church, museum—
from internal and external threats that could join those
programs, often separated in port cities, to form new
porous districts between port and city and better com‐
municate the two. The article’s speculative proposition—
from the scale of material behavior to the broad spatial
considerations of port‐city interface—offers sketches of
a more integrative, resilient urban agenda for interna‐
tional port geographies.
2. Porosity and Ports
Recent urbanism literature has retrieved Walter
Benjamin and Asja Lacis’s 1925 essay on the coastal
city of Naples as inspiration for ‘porous’ planning and
design (Benjamin, 2005; Sennett, 2015; Stavrides, 2007;
Viganò, 2009; Wolfrum et al., 2018). The essay cele‐
brates the material qualities of the city’s iconic stone
architecture (“porous,” “craggy”), and its temporal and
open possibilities (Benjamin & Lacis, 1986). The material
becomes ametaphor for how the city’s architecture faith‐
fully represents and reproduces its intricate, animated
social life. Contemporary authors leverage the porosity
metaphor as a variation on the critique of modern plan‐
ning use/program separation. The metaphor also serves
as the basis for the porous city proposal, which encour‐
ages social, economic, and use comingling without bor‐
ders to engender a civic, more vibrant and authentic
21st century city. The “gritty and fleshy realities” of the
Naples porous stone (Bakker & Bridge, 2006, p. 8)—its
materiality—are scaled up to imagine such a city, and
the inspiration and aspiration for it.
Naples is a port city (De Martino, 2020), and
the porosity Benjamin and Lacis celebrate could also
describe ports’ liminal transition space where sea and
land interpenetrate. The port is the ‘knot’ that joins mar‐
itime and land space (Weigend, 1958, p. 185), gazing
simultaneously outward to sea and the world beyond
and inward toward the hinterland. The port city is a cos‐
mopolitan place where many cultures come together
and blend. The pluri‐ and interdisciplinarity of port
research is also testament to its transversal, porous qual‐
ities, encompassing a broad spectrum of themes from
the technical to the cultural (with many others therein;
Hein, 2011; Ng, 2013). The nested scales of research join
port, to region, to world, within one another. In 1989,
when Manuel Castells wrote of telematic ‘spaces of
flows’ as “the material support of simultaneous social
practices communicated at a distance” to describe the
new spatial condition of the information age (Castells,
2010, p. xxxii), inmanyways these practiceswere already
centuries old in port cities.
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3. Seam Space: Borders, Flows, and Accidents
Port boosters generally advocate for open borders, know‐
ing that more freight handling earns more money.
In 1911, E. J. Clapp wrote of the Port of Hamburg, “the
port’s function is to bring countries into contact, and
to enable them with the least possible friction and loss
of energy, to effect [exchange between them]” (Herod,
2014, p. 268). It is the state, of course, which intervenes
periodically with policies to regulate borders and trade
flows, but the deregulatory initiatives of the 1980s, and
the multinational trade bloc agreements of the 1990s
helped to promote freer international trade. Accelerated
trade coordination helped time conquer space, and the
science of logistic management led to a new global ‘fast
capitalism’ (Ohmae, 1989), where just‐in‐time assembly
required increased cargo throughput speeds and greater
port efficiency (Golhar & Stamm, 1991; Klaus & Muller,
2012). The shipping container also served as metaphor
to convey this imaginary of “pure movement of units of
information, production, and consumption on the circuits
of systems” (Klose, 2015, p. 76; see Gregson et al., 2017).
Much of the early scholarly literature on supply
chains comes from sociology and geography. Gereffi and
Koreniewicz (1994) developed their foundational model
of global commodity chain analysis, and later Gereffi et al.
(2001) researched global corporate value chains as the
optimal corporate strategy for path efficiency and verti‐
cal integration (Bair, 2005; Cattaneo et al., 2010). Critical
geography has focused more on issues of ecology and
political economy (Bernstein & Campling, 2006a, 2006b;
Hughes & Reimer, 2004; Sheppard, 2015; Werner, 2020),
and the “multiple, simultaneous spatial strategies” (Zalik,
2015, pp. 2452–2453) that capital deploys to construct,
balance, and maintain production, distribution, and con‐
sumption across supply chains (Simpson, 2019, p. 124;
Smith, 1984; Storper & Walker, 1989). The sites of pro‐
duction and consumption along the supply chain are
comprised of “complex interplay of technology, culture,
commerce, distribution, their respective and constitu‐
tive politics,” forming territories that “converge and part
dynamically” (Lyster, 2006, p. 221). Tracking thesemercu‐
rial, shifting geographies helps to reveal the political com‐
plexities of supply chain assemblage andborder behavior
(Ramos, 2020, p. 2).
With the ascendance of the security state after
9/11/01, Geographer Deborah Cowen proposed the con‐
cept of ports as ‘seam spaces,’ transitional zones of
authority between inside and outside, opening and clos‐
ing, where borders are blurred, and porosity policed
(Cowen, 2010, p. 603; Gregson et al., 2017). Seam spaces
are not merely incidental nodes along a seamless imag‐
inary of global value chain flows conjured in globaliza‐
tion narratives (Ohmae, 2005). Rather, they are zones
of security and surveillance that are prone to diverse
logistical practices of ‘stickiness’ and ‘frictions’ (Gregson,
2017; Herod, 2014; Lawhon, 2013). Seam spaces can
be located at national borders or sites for intermodal
exchange (each of which are characteristic of ports),
but Gregson et al. (2017, p. 383) point out that seam
spaces can also occur offsite from ports, in places such
as distribution centers, and wholesaler and manufactur‐
ing sites where commodities are unpackaged, packaged,
and repackaged. The conceptual move helps to identify
trade commodity heterogeneity, the value‐added func‐
tion of the logistics chain, and the power of logistics to
impact global spatial organization (Cowen, 2014; Tsing,
2009). The observation also helps to consider how tra‐
ditional onsite port logistics practices and functions are
being re‐bordered deeper into port hinterlands (Hall &
Jacobs, 2010).
Geographer Michael Simpson (2019, p. 115) offers
broad categories for these frictions as either “imperfec‐
tions, accidents, or disruptions.” Imperfections are those
points where supply chain design or management has
yet to be perfected by logistical sciences (intermodal
transfer, cargo heterogenous, unitization), accidents are
diverse technological failures along the supply chain, and
disruptions occur when human actors try to intention‐
ally disrupt supply chain functionality (Simpson, 2019,
pp. 115–117). Simpson (2019, p. 117) recognizes that
these categories may vary, depending on where we
“draw our line between the internal and the external” of
logistics chains. The categorical and conceptual flexibil‐
ity of that internal/external border distinction gets to the
essential challenge of precise articulation of port geogra‐
phy bordering due to the functional, jurisdictional, and
spatial complexity of international logistics networks;
or, as Simpson (2019, p. 117) poses, “the extent to
which we believe that the science of supply chain logis‐
tics can effectively manage, govern, or account for the
entire vast field of socio‐ecological unruliness.” Citing
contemporary resource geography on materiality and
nonhuman objects (Bakker & Bridge, 2006; Braun, 2005),
calls emerged for future research to address the specific
material qualities of commodities and how these quali‐
ties impact logistics processes, temporalities, and spatial
strategies for their movement (Simpson, 2019, p. 125).
In the following sections the article addresses this call,
and that of the thematic issue, by exploring the materi‐
ality of wood pellets in their international transport and
storage, and how the risk of combustion accidents can
lead to new porous spatial opportunities between port
and city.
4. Energy Transition, Ports, and Biomass
Ports have long served as essential nodes for energy
transportation, particularly since the industrial revolu‐
tion, for commodities such as coal, petroleum, and natu‐
ral gas (Hein, 2018; Rodrigue, 2021). More recent recog‐
nition of the nefarious impacts of fossil fuel energy
on environmental quality, and its central role in global
warming, has led to the search for more sustainable
energy systems to replace fossil fuels.We are in themidst
of an energy transition inwhich certain countries commit
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gradually to alternative energy sources with the inten‐
tion, however far off in the future, toward full indepen‐
dence from fossil fuel use (Hafner & Tagliapietra, 2020).
One such alternative energy source is biomass. Examples
of biomass include cordwood, waste paper, wood chips,
wood pellets, and select agricultural products and by‐
products considered to be renewable energy sources
(Pellet Fuel Institute, 2019).
The 1997 United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC) Kyoto Protocol determined
that in order to transition toward a more sustainable
energy system, biomass energy would be categorized
as carbon neutral, and was eligible for alternative
energy credits and incentives (UNFCCC, 2008). There
is scientific debate as to whether biomass is, in fact,
carbon neutral, or heavily carbon positive, depending
on how much of the overall biomass supply chain
cycle one chooses to quantify and over what length
of time (Canham, 2013; Johnson, 2009). Nevertheless,
both the European Union (EU) and United Kingdom
authorities have repeatedly backed the carbon‐neutral
categorization for biomass energy, and EU member
countries are committed to it in their strategic goals
for energy transition (Brack et al., 2018; European
Climate Foundation, 2019; European Commission on
Energy, 2019; Volpi, 2019). Japan’s Feed‐In Tariff pro‐
gram commits to have biomass comprise 20% of its
renewable energy generation—approximately 15 and
20 million tons per year (MTPY)—by 2030 both for
domestic residential use and for major utility companies
(Forest2Market, 2019, p. 11). South Korean wood pel‐
let demand could be over eight MTPY by 2025. These
new markets, along with others, will search all parts of
the globe for lumber feedstock to sustain this alternative
energy generation (Fischer et al., 2019;Mai‐Moulin et al.,
2019; Proskurina, 2018). Similar to other energy sources,
the biomass industry engages in “aggressive pursuit of
economies of scale in production and refining, and in
transportation” (Bridge, 2008, p. 406; see Watts, 2009),
with the addition political incentives of climate change
and low‐carbon energy transition credits.
In transit, biomass is considered a bulk material, in
the category of minerals, earthly materials, processed
materials, and agricultural products (Shah, 2017, p. 3).
But biomass requires specialized port equipment dur‐
ing its transport and storage due to its material volatil‐
ity (Dafnomilis, Lodewijks, et al., 2018, p. 148; Hancock
et al., 2016), and specialized ocean vessels to trans‐
port it (Svedberg et al., 2008). Biomass decomposi‐
tion in transit produce safety risks of dust produc‐
tion and explosion, self‐heating and ignition, and res‐
piratory issues (Craven et al., 2015). Specialized port
equipment includes ‘grabs’ to minimize product deteri‐
oration, enclosed transportation and storage facilities,
spark detectors, fire detection, and temperature moni‐
toring (Dafnomilis, Duinkerken, et al., 2018; Dafnomilis,
Lodewijks, et al., 2018). Some of these safety issues
have been partially mitigated through industry ware‐
house material research and development, but the dan‐
gers still exist (Kittler et al., 2020). Wood materiality
is essential to the technology and infrastructure of the
biomass supply chain network (Bakker & Bridge, 2006;
Braun, 2005; Simpson, 2019, p. 125). Biomass objects are
contingent, volatile, almost ephemeral, but their materi‐
ality is the core of their state sustainability claims men‐
tioned above (Harris, 2017; Nightingale, 2018; Ramos,
2020). The following section explores the materiality of
biomass wood pellets.
5. Wood Pellet Materiality
Wood pellets are unitized potential energy units formed
through a denaturing process that packages saw dust in
casings to endure one migratory trip through the supply
chain (Figure 1). To make the pellets, a raw material is
developed frommultiple sources of wood, which is dried
and extruded using special dies. After, the material is
exposed to high pressure (45,000 PSI) and temperatures
(110–130°C), and the wood’s lignin softens and coheres
to form the pellets (Jones & Harper, 2009). Wood pellets
are low in moisture content: 4–8% water content, com‐
pared with 26% water of raw biomass (Jones & Harper,
2009). They are also low in ash content (1–3%, due to
very low bark content), which produces a higher British
thermal unit energy value (Ramos, 2020, p. 5). Their uni‐
form size—designated in the International Organization
for Standardization ISO 7225–2—allows for standard‐
ized storage, processing, and transportation, which helps
save costs (Ramos, 2020, p. 5; Thrän et al., 2019).
In spite of wood pellet promise as an alternative
energy, its global transport and storage have been
plagued continually by smoldering fires (Biofuel Watch,
2021; Dust Safety Science, 2020; Hobbs, 2019). Some
of these fires occur at pellet plants, but most occur at
warehouse facilities on or near port grounds. Pellets are
stored in large bulk piles, where they occasionally pro‐
duce spontaneous combustion ‘hot spots’ throughout
the piles that cause extended smoldering fires. The fires
are difficult to extinguish because they can be located
deep within the pile (Huang & Rein, 2016). Older pellet
warehouses made of wood with asphalt roofs have been
consumed in smoldering fires, as have newer aluminum
and steel warehouses with state‐of‐the‐art sprinkler sys‐
tems (Hobbs, 2019).
Recalling Simpson’s categories of port frictions, pel‐
let fires are both imperfections and accidents. The logis‐
tics managerial science has yet to resolve the system
design to avoid pellet combustion, and the safety sys‐
tems (sprinkler systems, etc.) either fail, or are not suf‐
ficiently able to protect the warehouse structure. Also
recalling Simpson’s point about where to define the
border between inside and outside the process, ware‐
house construction companies suggest the fires are
sometimes caused by combustion that occurs outside
the warehouse and have accidently been brought in
by conveyor belt (personal communication with Lane
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Figure 1.Wood pellet supply chain diagram. Source: Ramos (2020, p. 6).
Roberts, November 23, 2020). A company in the United
States northwest with a history of grain storage facilities
designed new warehouses that reduce dust accumula‐
tionwith vibrating floors, gravity‐fed loading, and limited
oxygen silos to mitigate wood pellet combustion risk.
6. Dome and Dome District
The Dome Technology company began in Idaho in the
late 1970s. They developed a patent for dome construc‐
tion that begins by inflating a form, attaching an insu‐
lated layer of urethane, applying a reinforced steel mesh,
and then applying a cementitious material. Once the
structure is sufficiently dry and supported, the origi‐
nal inflated elements is removed (South & South, 1979;
Figure 2). The dome structures were used for diverse
bulk storage, including grain, fertilizer, cement, sugar,
and coal (Dome Technology, 2021).
In 2010, the Peeples Industries in Savannah, Georgia
needed to expand their wood pellet storage capacity due
to their increasing success in shipping wood pellets to
European markets in the United Kingdom, Belgium, and
the Netherlands (Ramos, 2020). They contacted Dome
Technologies, and after seeing that they could save
money with increased material risk mitigation, Peeples
contracted two wood pellet storage domes, each with a
diameter of 200‐ft and 100‐ft height and a capacity of
25,000t (Dome Technology, 2021; Figures 3 and 4). Dome
Technology partnered with Drax and Enviva, two of the
world’s largest wood pellet producers, and their domes
are now the industry standard for wood pellet warehous‐
ing (Figure 5).
In addition to warehousing, the company’s domes
have also been used for community storm shelters,
beginning with their first project in 2004 in Beggs,
Oklahoma. The dome construction technologymeets the
Federal Emergency Management Agency 361, ICC‐500,
and National Storm Shelter Association standards for
protection against tornadoes, hurricanes, and typhoons.
The construction material is approved to withstand hur‐
ricane and tornado winds exceeding 250 mph (Dome
Technology, 2021). The shelters are located on school
campuses, and when not serving as protection shelters
they are used as gymnasiums (Figure 6). The domes
are also used for faith centers and museums (Dome
Technology, 2021; Figure 7).
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Figure 2. Dome silos under construction at the 20 Power Station in Selby, North Yorkshire, England. Source: Dome
Technology (2021).
Figure 3. Peeples Industries—Wood Pellet bulk storage at the East Coast Terminal on the Savannah River. Source: Dome
Technology (2021).
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Figure 4. Peeples Industries—Wood Pellet bulk storage silos. Source: Dome Technology (2021).
Figure 5. Albioma Wood Pellet Dome in Martinique. Source: Dome Technology (2021).
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Figure 6. Kingsville Independent School District Community storm shelter in Kingsville, Texas, on the Gulf Coast. Source:
Dome Technology (2021).
Figure 7. 73‐ft high domeat Faith Chapel in Birmingham,Alabama, completed inDecember 2002. Source: DomeTechnology
(2021).
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The dome construction provides safety through isola‐
tion, the essence of modernist separation. But this mate‐
rial commonality in which the dome helps to protect
human and non‐human cargo from internal and exter‐
nal environmental threats is an opportunity to scale up.
Material commonality might help to design dome dis‐
tricts as liminal, transitional spaces that could enable
more porous communication between ports and cities.
One can begin to imagine the dome district: Shelter
domes in the district could be used as gymnasiums,
churches, andmuseumswhen there is noweather threat.
Each structure could also have space reserved for pellet
warehousing for unexpected spikes in import or export
that overwhelm storage capacity, as has often been the
case during the excess and scarcity that ports have faced
during the Covid‐19 pandemic. Seasonality (hurricane
seasons, production schedules, consumer heating needs,
etc.), temporality (rise and fall of warehouse activity
depending on time of the day), and culture (kinds of
sports, worship, leisure activities particular to each port
city culture) are just some of the many factors to con‐
sider for flexible, responsive dome programming. Dome
housing could also be included for port and dome dis‐
trict workers. The housing would be useful in the case
of longer, more extreme weather events, when it could
offer additional comfort and privacy possibilities to the
mass gymnasium shelters.
These are very brief sketches, but it is not difficult to
see how such a district could integrate warehousing and
civic facilities in a transition space between port and city,
and perhaps more importantly, serve as central, easily
identifiable resilient gathering and protection locations
for port cities.
7. Port Material Futures
“Let us listen to the counsels of American engineers. But
let us beware of American architects!” (Le Corbusier,
1986, p. 42; see Banham, 1986). Le Corbusier, along with
other modern architects, took formal inspiration from
the industrial grain elevators and silos located along the
United States railroad corridors from the nineteenth cen‐
tury. In this light, we can find new formal and program‐
matic potential for the dome as part of a new logis‐
tics cluster for the port’s intermodal seam space. If the
shipping container revolutionized the wave of cargo
freight standardization (Cudahy, 2006; Levinson, 2006),
the dome, at once, standardizes the coastal/riparian port
environment, and, in its material resilience and formal
plasticity, enables new programmatic diversity at multi‐
ple sites and scales. The metaphor is not as poetic or
immediate as the craggy Neapolitan stone, but the dome
material and the protective seal it provides suggest adap‐
tive possibilities that could increase porosity between
industrial port spaces and public civic spaces—a new
‘knot’ (Weigend, 1958, p. 185). The dome material itself
is hermetic, impermeable, but its programmatic adapt‐
ability may provide new communication and integration
of port and city functions that have frequently been iden‐
tified as planning challenges for port cities (Carpenter &
Lozano, 2020).
These material and contextual commonalities are
what Geographer Cindi Katz (2001, p. 1230) refers to
as the ‘contour lines’ across global supply chains, which
help to analyze larger themes without losing site of sit‐
uated knowledges and experiences (Fischer et al., 2019,
p. 179; Haraway, 1988). The dome is a risk form for the
21st century port (Beck, 1992; Schubert, 2019).
8. Conclusion
Inspired by the material celebration of porous stone
as metaphor in Benjamin and Lacis’s essay (1986), the
article considers flows and borders in energy transition
and biomass global logistics, and the particular mate‐
rial behavior of wood pellets in warehousing and tran‐
sit. Cowen’s (2010) proposal of ports as seam spaces and
Simpson’s (2019) proposal of logistics imperfections and
accidents help provide a new frame for port protagonism
in global supply chains (see also Hall & Jacobs, 2010).
Wood pellet volatility, and the risk of its combustion
have precipitated innovation in constructedmaterial and
safety system solutions through dome technology; a con‐
struction techniquewhich, until 2010, was used for other
kinds of bulk storage. The dome construction technology
has diversified and is also used for civic spaces such com‐
munity shelters and faith centers. The dome construc‐
tion resilience helps to envision how itmight be deployed
in the design of dome districts, within port seam spaces,
that could include programs of bulk warehousing, com‐
munity shelters for extreme weather events, and even
more quotidian uses such as museums and gymnasi‐
ums. Further, the material would also facilitate program‐
matic diversity within individual dome structures that
could potential fuse industrial and civic functions. Given
the multiple challenges that port cities face in planning
for security, resilience, economic trade flow pressures
(Mansouri et al., 2010), and calls for increased porous
communication between port and city at various scales,
these dome sketches help to envision how the design of
such porous districts could begin to address these mul‐
tiple challenges. Challenges which, moving forward, will
only increase in scale and complexity.
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